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Within the last two decades, the development and application of sophisticated information
technology has brought about rapid changes in libraries above all in the subject analysis area. The
internet technology has facilitated global access to heterogeneous information resources: databases,
journals, e-books, digital online resources which now besides the texts include photographs, slides
and video clips, as well. There has also been a development of sophisticated online public access
catalogues, information gateways, portals, systems based on semantic technologies e.g. questionanswering systems, and most recently social networking and a wide scale use of Web 2.0
technologies in libraries.
Focusing on users needs
The explosion of internet access, digital online resources, increased availability of information
services and advanced search engines has produced a new type of library users who have a keen
sense of expectation, demand remote access, expect more precise information, are very impatient;
in addition, within Web 2.0 users are both content consumers and content providers.
Users' requirements have changed significantly, especially as a result of the impact of the Web,
consequently the services providing subject access need to adapt to these changes.
The information centers must provide subject access to relevant, current and valid information in
user-friendly and highly valuable manner (to meet search criteria of users of all types).
The role of controlled retrieval systems
For decades, ensuring effective and efficient subject access to information has been one of the
primary goals of libraries and other memory institutions that aimed to continuously develop subject
access tools and means enabling users to find and discover information that will meet his/her search
criteria.
In the era of book-type and card catalogues, such a tool represented subject heading strings system
created and maintained according to commonly accepted rules. The user could browse trough and
locate "subject card" with terms which he/she was looking for using "browsing method" only. The
main problem of the book-type catalog was the insertion of entries for new acquisitions. In card
catalogues, each entry has its own card and each card contains only one entry; any new entry can be
filed between any two existing entries. The catalog offers the opportunity to have a completely upto-date file. The main drawbacks to card services: delays in production and the labor of filing the
cards when they arrive, were overcome by the computerized catalog which offers a more
practicable approach because the storage capacity and the operating speed.1
Conclusion: The usage of card catalogues should have been replaced with computerized systems,
in the end Online Public Catalogues (OPACs).
National Library "new way" solution: to discontinue card catalogues in 1996

Figure 1 Example of a handwritten catalog card

Computerized and online catalogues (OPACs) are more user-friendly; they offer two options of
searching: to browse subject heading or to provide searches using keywords-controlled terms, or
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title keywords. A comparison was made by professionals (subject librarians) and non professionals
(users) between the subject controlled terms and the title keywords of 550 records. It was found that
55% of the records were considerably enhanced by controlled terms. It has to be mentioned that the
title of publication does not always offer sufficient information for title keyword searching, or even
contains misleading information. A second and even more important aspect of subject control terms
applied in OPACs is that they offer a synonym and homograph control which is key factor for
successful searching in OPACs.
Conclusion: Title keywords searching does not produce relevant results, a controlled vocabulary
should be used.
National Library "new way" solution: to create subject authority file enabling users to perform
search queries both by controlled and uncontrolled keywords.

Figure 2 Example of Subject Authority index containing UDC class marks with verbal expressions in Czech and
English languages

Due to enormous amounts of information available on the web which should be accessible for users
in a user-friendly manner, information-seeking behavior is now changing rapidly. Many libraries
intend to develop „new generation“ or "next generation" catalogues that would support simpler
access to information like Google and other Web services do.
„Next generation“ catalogues provide an easier and friendlier search option by exploring fully
subject categorization and classification in faceted browsing and clustering. Faceted browsing based
on subject controlled terms deliver more precise results while offering a range of refining options.
Conclusion: "Next generation" library catalogue should be implemented.
National Library "new way" solution: to implement “next generation” catalogue with more
sophisticated faceted and clustering option.
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Figure 3 Example of facets in Uniform Information Gateway

There is another way how to categorize online information resources/digital objects and how to
involve users in the process of accessing information: user-added tagging. A tag is a nonhierarchical keyword or term assigned to a piece of information (such as an internet bookmark,
digital image, or computer file). This kind of metadata helps to describe an item and allows it to be
found again by browsing or searching. Tags are chosen informally and personally by the item's
creator or by its viewer, depending on the system. Tagging was popularized by websites associated
with Web 2.0 and is an important feature of many Web 2.0 services2.
How can tags be used in subject analysis process?
They can be used as synonyms for subject controlled terms; they can enrich vocabulary of
controlled systems by making vocabulary up-to-date and more user-friendly. Even more, the idea of
using user-added tag (tag clouds) and the terminology of large library (MARC) databases to
generate word clusters associated with controlled vocabulary terms and classifications, seems to be
very promising.
Conclusion: To allow to user to add reasonable public tags (not so called private tags dependent on
individual context, e.g. "read", "unread", "tbr") to metadata records created by professionals.
National Library "new way" solution: to enable users to add public tags to library news since
2010, inspired by the practice of the District Library in Ann Arbor.

Figure 4 Example of tagging in Ann Arbor District Library
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Other searching techniques
Often, however, the user wants not whole documents but brief answers to specific questions: How
old is the President? When did Jan Hus die? Answering short questions thus becomes a problem of
finding the best combination of word-level information retrieval (IR) and syntactic/semantic-level
natural language processing (NLP) techniques.
Automated question answering - the ability of a machine to answer questions, simple or complex,
posed in ordinary human language - is one of today’s most exciting technological developments.
The system is based on semantic technologies and in the future, it is indented to displace the
existing search methods and establish new standards for user-centered access to information.
Conclusion: To support the development of automated question answering systems
National Library "new way" solution: to participate in project dealing with user-centered access
to information: M-CAST project (2004-2006)
M-CAST is a multilingual query-answering system that allows asking a question in an language and
finding an exact answer in digitalized resources in different languages. It can serve as a
monolingual query-answering system as well. The M-CAST QA system could be applied in both
digital and hybrid libraries, because it enables to pose question using either a set of searching terms
or natural language questions.

Figure 5 Example of M-CAST search

Subject authority control
Effective subject access in library catalogues cannot exist without standardized access points, i. e.
without bibliographic and authority control. The controlled subject access to information objects in
library environment deals with order, logic, objectivity, precise denotation and consistency. The
subject term should always have the same denotation expressed by natural or artificial language
term, e. g. classification notation. The authority control is achieved through authority records linked
to all bibliographic records to which they pertain.
The main goal of subject authority control procedure is:
- to standardize the terminology used in metadata records
- to guide a user from general, broad terminology to more specific, narrower headings because
subject headings are part of overall scheme and need fit within a general hierarchy. A fully
employed hierarchy must be available to the user, to assist in the retrieval of pertinent materials.
Who benefit from standardization of subject access points
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"Possible subject authority record data user groups include a) information professionals who create
metadata, b) reference and public services librarians and other information professionals who are
searching for information as intermediaries, c) controlled vocabulary creators, such as catalogers,
thesaurus and ontology creators, and d) end-users using information retrieval systems to fulfill their
information needs.
Subject authority data user tasks were formulated as follow:
Find: to find a subject entity or set of entities corresponding to stated criteria
Identify: To identify a subject entity based on certain attributes/characteristics
Select: To select subject entity
Obtain: To obtain additional information about the subject entity and/or to obtain bibliographic
records or resources about this subject entity
Explore: to explore relationships between subject entities, correlations to other subject vocabularies
and structure of a subject domain"3.
Subject access in Czechia
Subject access at the National Library of the Czech Republic (hereafter NLCR) has a long tradition.
The beginnings of the use of subject headings come back to the 1st half of the 19th century. A
systematic and really comprehensive subject access represented by subject heading strings was
launched at the beginning of the 1950s. In the 1960s -1980s complex UDC classification notations
were implemented along to subject heading strings. In the 1990s subject heading strings, free
keywords a top level of UDC numbers were used. Since 2000 a new controlled vocabulary – subject
authority file entitled CZENAS has been developed and applied to the material accessed since 1995.
The new categorization scheme used in Conspectus method has been used.
In principle, all types of collections are indexed and classified, except for: special parts of historical
collections (manuscripts and incunabula) which are not indexed and classified at all; poetry and
fiction which are provided by genre/form headings and classified only and printed music which are
indexed only. A uniform indexing and classification system is applied. The same principle is
applied to the national bibliography, the records of it being fully compatible with those of library
catalogues.
Subject access in pre-automated era
Research conducted in the early 80's has shown that subject access is still one of the most dominant
approaches in Czech library catalogues. The study has indicated that 45% of searches conducted in
library catalogues are related to subject searches. In the era of card catalogues, complex subject
heading strings were applied.
Indexing languages and classification schemes used in Czechia
Survey of indexing languages and classification schemes used in Czechia conducted in 1997 by
National Library of the Czech Republic showed that
24 % of libraries use subject headings strings
7 % of libraries use subject heading strings only
17% of libraries use subject heading strings as variant access to their holdings,
14 % of libraries use thesauri terms,
79 % of libraries use free keywords (uncontrolled or semi-controlled terms),
64 % of libraries use the UDC Classification system,
The card catalogues were still in use in libraries in Czechia.
Subject access since 1990s
The traditional library practice to assign one or two subject headings, one or two descriptors and to
use one notation number per book, has been become, since the 1990s, inadequate for user’s
requirements. In the previous period, the users were obliged to search for general subjects while the
more specific information was unavailable for them. More detailed subject access to documents has
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become the vital need in the online environment (OPACS, internet). The integration of the
controlled vocabulary and a thesauri apparatus in indexing and the retrieval process in a more
efficient manner supposes to solve such tasks as harmonization of several information languages,
creation of integrated tools (subject authority file), etc.
The functionality of online library catalogues, bibliographic databases, union catalogues,
information gateways (from end user’s point of view) depends above all on well established and
provided subject access to library collections or documents themselves. It is well known that
merging metadata and bibliographic records of many external databases into one database gives rise
to discrepancies between index terms (lexical units), application syntax, and hierarchical structure
of original indexing systems.
Therefore, special concern on standardization in subject access field among libraries and
information centers at national level is needed. There was a lack of guidelines for subject indexing
and classification in the nineties, in Czechia, subject authority file for general use did not exist.
LCSH in Czechia
"Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH), a system originally designed as a tool for subject
access to the Library's own collection in the late nineteenth century, has become, in the course of
the last century, the main subject retrieval tool in library catalogs throughout the United States and
in many other countries. It is one of the largest non-specialized controlled vocabularies in the world.
As LCSH enters a new century, it faces an information environment that has undergone vast
changes from what had prevailed when LCSH began, or, indeed, from its state in the early days of
the online age. In order to continue its mission and to be useful in spheres outside library catalogs as
well, LCSH must adapt to the multifarious environment. One possible approach is to adopt a series
of scalable and flexible syntax and application rules to meet the needs of different user
communities".4
Since subject access depends on national languages (subject headings, preferred terms, descriptors
are expressed in national languages), it was difficult to find and apply any "international" recipe.
After much debate, LCSH system has been finally chosen. It appeared, however, useful to meet
local needs and requirements as well (note that most libraries in Czechia used descriptors,
uncontrolled or semi controlled terms, it means isolated lexical units, not complex subject heading
strings), so some modifications of the LCSH scheme were formulated:
In order to improve interoperability between National Library Subject Headings (NLSH) based on
LCSH and other retrieval systems used in Czechia, and to facilitate parallel and federated searching,
faceting and clustering in information subject gateways, portals and next generation catalogues, it
was decided
- To prefer post-coordination
We were aware that pre-coordination in LCSH was needed for "disambiguation,
suggestibility and precision" and contributed to give context to terms. We took in
account as well that post-coordinated language could provide the same precision as the
pre-coordinated one when including equivalent notation of a classification scheme into
the retrieval process. A notation of classification scheme gives a context to the verbal
search term;
- to apply pre-coordination in so called minimal subject headings strings to express facets
under topical or geographical headings like place, time and topic if needed
- To simplify application syntax, it means to use minimal subject heading strings
o to define standard order of facets/subdivisions
Topic - Place – Time
Topic – Topic
Place – Topic - Time
o to reduce number of facets/subdivisions entered in a single subject heading,
the specificity may be achieved by assigning additional headings to bring out
specific aspects of a topic
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Main principles of applying subject heading strings
Name entities (personal, corporate body, meeting names, titles and author/title combination) used as
subject are not accompanied with any facet/subdivision. Any additional thematic, geographic, or
chronological information has been taken out of name subject heading strings and put in a “class of
person and types of corporate bodies” subject heading strings or as additional main entries:
- to support easier automatic subject authority control and maintenance of name entities
- to add more access points to bibliographic records
- to allow links by name entities (persons; corporate bodies) between subject headings and
the corresponding UDC notations
Geographic names used as subject and as geographical subdivision are treated as follows:
- direct form of geographical subdivisions in subject headings of the NLSH has been
preferred: i.e., geographic names immediately follow the main heading or main
heading/topical subdivision combination
- as geographical subdivision are entered name of states or large regions, geographical
name of smaller localities (cities, villages) are entered as additional main entry in the
field (651 MARC 21 format)
Form subdivisions have been taken out of subject heading strings and assigned to a specific field
(655 MARC 21 format).
The current practice is shown on next example (Fig. 6). Additional geographic, chronological and
formal information are added in special "Class of persons" headings or in the MARC fields in
which this kind of information is entered
Slovenskí študenti na pražských vysokých školách / Ján Mlynárik. -- Praha : Ipeľ, 2002. -- 285
s. ; 21 cm
SH Personal
Štefánik, Milan Rastislav, 1880-1919
Name heading - no
n.
subdivisions
SH Corporate Detvan (Praha, Česko)
Name heading - no
n.
subdivisions
SH Topical t.
Slovaks -- Czech Republic -- 19th-20th centuries Class of persons
students’ associations -- Czech Republic -- 19th- Name of the state as
20th centuries
geographical subd.
students’ associations -- Slovakia -- 19th-20th
centuries
Czechs and Slovaks -- 19th-20th centuries
college students -- Slovakia -- 19th-20th
centuries
universities and colleges -- Czech Republic -19th-20th centuries
SH
Prague (Czech Republic)
Name of locality in 651
Geographical
field
Chron. term
* 1880-1914
Genre/form
* biography * studies
Form in 655 field
Conspectus
378 - Vysoké školy
Figure 6 Example of subject access points in BIB record

Czech National Subject Authority File - CZENAS
We started to work on the subject authority file in 2000. Our intention was to create a standardized
system of controlled terms which could serve the needs of professionals (cataloguers, indexers) and
non-professionals e.g. web content creators as well. We tried to offer them an organizing tool not
only to retrieve material, but to tag material as well. Research studies conducted in 1998-1999
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showed that non-professionals (students, technicians, scientists, and teachers) would like to use a
standardized indexing and retrieval tool, but simple in structure (like Dublin Core format), in syntax
(descriptor-type system), and with up-to-date terminology.
Having this in mind, we decided to study very carefully all (almost all) studies concerning this
topic, above all the recommendations of ALCTS/SAC/Subcommittee (1999) which identified and
specified requirements to the subject control scheme used by accessing information resources in
libraries and on the web as follows:
 be simple and easy to apply and to comprehend,
 be intuitive so that sophisticated training in subject indexing and classification,
 while highly desirable, is not required in order to implement,
 be logical so that it requires the least effort to understand and implement,
 be scalable for implementation from the simplest to the most sophisticated5
The functions of effective subject access tools were indentified by Chan:
 to assist searchers in identifying the most efficient paths for subject retrieval
 to help users focus their searches
 to enable optimal recall
 to enable optimal precision
 to assist searchers in developing alternative search strategies
 to provide all of the above in the most efficient, effective, and economical manner6
Subject authority file of NL CR is an integrated indexing and retrieval tool in which verbal
(controlled) terms are being linked to the UDC equivalent notations. When creating the subject
authority file we respect IFLA recommendations:
- to formulate Guidelines for subject authority records and for their interrelationships within
subject authority files
- to consider possible relationships between subject authority records and classification
Thesauri and similar vocabulary tools can complement full-text access in on-line environment
(OPACs, internet) by aiding users in focusing their searches
- the unitary terms (isolated lexical units) provide much greater flexibility in searching than
subject headings strings with its complexities of subdivisions and inversions
- most databases today are indexed with thesaurus-type terms than complex subject headings
- the quality of an indexing and retrieval system depends on the terms used in indexing process
and on its capability to express semantic relationships among them
We found out that an integrated retrieval tool of verbal expressions based on a classification scheme
seems to be the best solution, as the classification scheme supports:
- browsing and retrieval capability of system;
- creation of hierarchical structure;
- easier identification of concepts;
- display of subject relationships between terms;
- switching language in multilingual environment
Verbal controlled scheme supports above all:
- synonyms and homographs control;
- usage of current and expressive captions
Mapping between indexing terms, UDC numbers and English equivalents
Controlled vocabulary structure is tied to a classification scheme so that relationships between
indexing terms can be expressed more definitely. Mapping process between Czech verbal
expressions and UDC numbers is being done intellectually. Candidates of controlled terms are
chosen with document in hand (from bottom up) in order to suggest terms as specific as needed (not
as specific as possible). Single or complex UDC numbers (pre-combined) are linked, English
equivalents of preferred terms, mostly LCSH terms, are chosen. Sometimes, we are not successful
in finding LCSH equivalents because the LC terms are too broad: in this case, the reference sources
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like LC titles and subtitles files, www pages, full text databases, language vocabularies,
encyclopedias, different manuals are consulted. The proposals of preferred terms linked to the UDC
class numbers and English equivalents are sent to a special senior cataloguers working group for
approval, approved authority records are via special programme procedure entered into the
authority database.
Searching techniques applied in CZENAS
Subject authority file can be browsed by controlled terms, English equivalents, UDC notations,
geographic names, formal descriptors, and chronological terms.
The authority file is searchable by subject terms only at present. (In future, our intention is to make
it searchable by UDC class numbers as well, using first element of notation and right truncation).
National subject authority file consists of four specific authority files
- topical authority file
- geographic authority file
- genre/form authority file (formal descriptors)
- chronological authority file
Topical authority file
The topical authority file contains authorized subject headings (descriptor-type) assigned to
bibliographic records. The file includes topical headings as well as names for special entities
representing the subject of an information resource. Topical terms representing concepts are
expressed by nouns (in singular or plural) or phrases in natural order. The form of index terms is
intended to help cataloguer and researchers to select the term(s) most appropriate for indexing and
retrieval. The preferred and variant forms of terms are in alphabetical order followed by scope
notes, UDC class marks and English equivalents. Associations between terms are indicated by the
convention of broader, narrower, related, and “used for” relationships. The topical controlled
vocabulary is designed to provide terms for subject access to information resources.
There are two kinds of authority records in topical subject authority file: full and minimal level
records. The full records contain all references as needed, in minimal records (music headings),
only main caption, variant form as SEE reference, UDC notation, and English equivalent is
presented.

Figure 7 Example of full and minimal level topical records

Geographic authority file
Authority file of geographic names is a structured vocabulary including names of geographical
entities relevant for the subject cataloguing in Czechia. The Czech authority file of geographic
names is intended to be an official repository of national geographic features names. It contains
expressions referring to any object or place which has a geographic name i.e. a proper name
consisting of one or more words, used to designate an individual geographic entity. It contains
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information about physical and cultural geographic features in Czechia and associated areas, both
current and historical including the names of natural features (nature parks, trials), populated places,
civil divisions, areas and regions, as well as cultural features such as roads, streets, highways,
bridges, etc. Geographic terms are linked to the geographic area code and UDC area class marks.
Geolink project: The Geographic Coordinates in Authority Records of Geographic Names and
Features
In 2008, we conducted a research study and found as appropriate to include coordinates in
authority records of geographic names and features, because this data brings important information
about the entity described in the authority record. We decided to enhance the authority records of
geographic names by the specific field 034 (not to record data in a textual form in note field - 670)
and provide supplementary information about the entity on the map using the 856 field.

Figure 8 Example of the application of geographic coordinates in authority record for places

Genre/Form authority file
Genre/Form authority file is a structured vocabulary containing terms indicating the form, genre
and/or physical characteristics of the materials being described. Genre/Form terms indicate what a
document is, according to its form of expression, rather than what the document is about. Genre
terms, for instance, designate the style or technique with which the intellectual content of the
document is presented, e.g. biographies, essays, hymns, reviews, historical novels. Form terms
designating physical characteristics specify documents with respect to their function or presentation
format. Terms are distinguished by an examination of a documents presentation format, by the order
of information within the document, or by the subject of the intellectual content, e.g. dictionaries,
diaries, directories, journals, questionnaires.
Control no.
Heading
UDC
English

fd133970
české pohádky
821.162.3-34
Czech fairy tales

Figure 9 Example of a genre/form authority record

Czech Subject Authorities in Conspectus categorization scheme
Conspectus method is an international standard whose primary aim is the coordinated building of
library holdings and access to them through content characteristics.
The Conspectus method was developed for use in libraries organized either using the Library of
Congress (LC) classification or the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) structures. It was
necessary to accommodate the Conspectus scheme to the local practice defining the concordances
between DDC and UDC numbers and the corresponding subject terminology in English and Czech.
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Figure 10 Concordance table UDC - DDC

Where is the Conspectus categorization scheme applied
The categorising scheme for the needs of Conspectus comprises three hierarchical levels, namely:
 24 basic groups, the so-called Subject Categories
 584 subordinate subcategories, the so-called Conspectus groups/categories
 thematic terms of the subject authority file (CZENAS)
The most important characteristic of the Conspectus scheme - access to information resources
through content characteristics - was used when creating and developing the subject-oriented
universal gateway (UIG – Uniform Information Gateway), subject information gateways (KIV
/Library and Information Science/, MUS, TECH, ART) and Topic Map of the Czech National
Library Collection.
Uniform Information Gateway (UIG)
Uniform Information Gateway is nation wide portal which unifies access to on-line library services
in Czech Republic. For international users there are catalogues of major Czech libraries available
for searching; for Czech libraries patrons, there are in addition licensed full texts/abstracts databases
and document delivery services available as well.
The highest hierarchical level of Conspectus scheme – 24 subject categories along with further
related categories – serves in the Uniform Information Gateway subject crossroads.
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Figure 10 Conspectus scheme as a crossroads in Uniform Information and Subject Gateways

Subject information gateways
Subject gateways are usually characterised in professional literature as specific internet services
offering qualitatively evaluated (intellectually selected and assessed) information resources and
systematically supporting information retrieval and research in the given field, or in a given
semantic domain. They focus on a certain group of users, offering adequate research approaches
and methods. The information resources made available are organised into categories based on
various criteria (typological, formal, thematic), with the thematic criteria usually being considered
as the most important. It is understandable, since the users inundated with an abundance of
miscellaneous documents more and more often choose the access to the information resources on
the basis of their content characteristics, i.e. subject data.
For this reason, it is necessary, when creating subject gateways, to pay ever greater attention to the
tools used for subject access and to use subject controlled vocabulary which will increase the
successfulness of parallel search as well as of browsing the heterogeneous information resources
made accessible through this gateway. The important role of subject authority file is evident.
Topic map of library collection
The Conspectus categorization scheme based on UDC class marks displayed with class descriptions
is used for creation of NL CR collection topic map which is used for subject access to NL CR
collections. Topic map of library collections can serve as an user-friendly subject access for
inexperienced library users and for those who prefer to get information on documents location
directly and without the use of library catalogue. The main objective is to provide high quality
services and improve information sharing. Topic map presents subject information in a systematic
way and helps patrons to use the portal trough a simple interface.
In order to achieve this navigation and search functions, information resources are connected to the
topics through the Conspectus categories data entered in bibliographic records.
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Figure 12 Topic map of library collection

Czech National Library Catalogue enhancements
Since October 2006, the National Library of the Czech Republic has offered its customers
additional content information on individual publications via hyperlinks at the library catalogue.
These enhancements include tables of contents and cover images. The tables of contents of all new
Czech monographs are scanned (except for fiction). The user can browse the content of book online
by clicking on the icon Content. These added features are helpful in determining if the book holds
the information which the user wants: he or she can see if there is information on the topic which he
or she is interested in before requesting the book. According to a study conducted by Czech Subject
team, the addition of tables of contents increased usage of new library materials by 30%. The effect
on search retrieval of the addition of Table of Contents (TOC) to the catalog record has produced
significant benefits to library patrons, namely the students.
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Figure 13 Enrichment of BIB records by cover image and table of contents

Conclusion
To discover, identify and create new ways of subject access has been very demanding task, both in
the past, and in the present, and it will be in the future as well. The first step is to examine users'
needs and create the subject access tools which are able meet their criteria. The second one is to
fully explore potential flexibility in the current systems of subject access, potential abilities of
information technologies in subject analysis area, potential funding strategies and partnerships. The
third precondition is to form collaboration teams of information professionals, IT professionals as
well as non-professionals, to develop and test new organising and retrieval tools.
The most important achievement, in our view, has been the launch of the subject authority file as a
controlled vocabulary. It serves as a base platform for creating others user-friendly organising tools
such as the Conspectus categorisation scheme, scheme for Uniform Information Gateway, subject
information gateways, and thematic maps of library collection. It could support the development of
ontologies (which are very important for semantic web) and user centred retrieval systems based on
semantic technologies (M-CAST), as well. Currently, our greatest challenge is to explore potential
enrichment/enhancement of the terminology of controlled vocabulary by terms originating from
folksonomies. Our intention is to support the use of the up-to-date terminology enabling users to
add their own access terms at least as variant forms, i. e. see references. In this way, we would like
to augment and make the access to heterogeneous information resources, above all digitised or
digital-born, more user-friendly for all types and levels of user community.
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